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FICTION

Natascha Wodin

NASTJA'S TEARS
•
•
•

A companion piece to the bestselling
She Came from Mariupol – the story of one woman’s fate,
here and now.
She Came from Mariupol was awarded the Leipzig Book Fair
Prize 2017 and translated into 11 languages.
Over 120,000 copies were sold of She Came from Mariupol
and Somewhere in this Darkness.

Rights sold to: The Netherlands - Atlas Contact
August 2021 · 192 pages

Natascha Wodin was born in the
Bavarian town of Fürth in 1945 to parents who had been used as forced
labour. She grew up in the so-called DP
camps for displaced persons, and after
the early death of her mother was raised
in a Catholic home for girls. She then
worked as a telephone operator and
stenographer before training as an
interpreter in the early 1970s. She began
translating literary works from Russian
into German and spent part of her
working life in Moscow. Her writing
career began in 1981, and she has since
received many accolades for her work.
She was married to the novelist Wolfgang Hilbig, experiences which she
recounts in her major work, Nachtgeschwister. She lives in Berlin and
Mecklenburg.

On origin, the loss of home, and broken biographies. On friendship, comfort, and love.
When Natascha Wodin comes to Berlin in 1992, she needs someone to
help her with the cleaning. From the applicants who respond to her
ad, she chooses Nastja from Ukraine. It is the home country of
Natascha Wodin’s parents, who were hauled off to Germany as victims of forced labour in the Second World War. Nastja, a civil engineer, found it impossible to make a living in the economic chaos that
descended upon her country after the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Her last salary was paid in the form of a small bag of rice – too little
to sustain her and her small grandson. And so, she boarded a train in
the hope of finding a source of income. But when her visa expires, she
slips into a life of illegality, becomes one of the many people who have
gone underground in the jungle of the new German capital, which is
still growing and expanding with little or no control.
For Natascha Wodin, it is as if fate has caught up with her again. Her
relationship with Nastja develops more and more into a friendship,
and the Ukrainian woman’s homesickness recalls that of Wodin’s own
mother, who succumbed to it at a young age. Now, many years later,
she uses restrained, deeply moving, poetic words to paint a portrait of
Nastja, a woman who won’t give up.

Further Titles

Rowohlt Buchverlag
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FICTION

Kirsten Fuchs

GIRL MUTINY
•
•

Kirsten Fuchs' previous novel The Girl Gang was awarded the
renowned German Youth Literature Prize 2016.
Over 60,000 copies of The Girl Gang were sold and rights
were sold to Russia (Samokat).

October 2021 · 496 pages

Kirsten Fuchs was born in 1977 in
Karl-Marx-Stadt, and is perhaps the
best known and most popular author
on Berlin’s Lesebühne spoken word
performance scene. She won the
renowned Open Mike literature competition in 2003 with her highly praised
debut The Titanic and Herr Berg, which
was published in 2005 by Rowohlt
Berlin. Kirsten Fuchs’s most recent
books were Girl Gang (Rowohlt Berlin,
2015), which was awarded the renowned
Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis 2016
and Der Miesepups (Voland & Quist,
2016). Since 2014 she has managed the
"Fuchs und Söhne" spoken word performance group in Berlin’s Moabit area.
Her first play Tag Hicks oder Fliegen für
vier won both the Berlin Award for
Youth Theatre and the Berlin Brother
Grimm Award in 2015.

A book about friendship, freedom, and who pays the price for it.
Charlotte Nowak would like to call the whole thing off – this trip to
Morocco on a container ship. No one is supposed to know where she
and her girlfriends are. They are as different from one another as any
four sixteen-year-olds can be, which occasionally results in massive
arguments. On top of that, they have smuggled Antonia on board as a
stowaway. But they have to find Bea; she is in trouble and needs help.
When the ship casts off, Charlotte realises that there’s no going back.
She has become a part of this vessel, where a number of things are not
what they seem. The disagreeable Captain and the tyrannical First
Mate are tough even by the rather robust standards for sailors. On
shore leave in Le Havre, Charlotte gets mixed up in a curious transaction. The girls then find themselves unexpectedly in charge of a crate
that is taken on board. Perhaps it’s a case of illegal trafficking and
modern slavery, or perhaps this is all about ancient marine mythology. In any case, the five girls have to deal with it all.
Kirsten Fuchs is a gifted storyteller whose language sparkles with wit
as she offers this adventurous tale.

Further Titles

Rowohlt Berlin
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FICTION

Max Annas

WATCHING FROM ABOVE
•
•
•
•

A detective story with a truly original team of investigators: two girls on bicycles.
The new book by the five-time winner of the German
Crime Fiction Award. Engaging, thrilling, unique.
Rights to The Wall were sold to France (Éditions Belfond)
and the USA (Catalyst Press).
Rights to Illegal were sold to France (Éditions Belfond) and
Japan (Tokyo Sogensha).
July 2021 · 272 pages

Max Annas was a journalist and
worked for many years in South Africa
on a research project studying South
African jazz. He now lives in Berlin. He
was awarded the German Crime Writing Prize five times.

A village in the German Eifel region in 1978. Sanne and Ulrike are
enjoying their Easter break. Whenever they don’t have to help out on
the farm, they zoom around the area on their bicycles; they know
what’s going on where. It’s two months until the Football World
Championship kicks off, and the girls can’t get enough stickers for
their albums. So, when they see a wanted poster at the post office,
they simply cut out the heads of three of the men on it. The entire
country is all worked up about three letters: R.A.F. – the abbreviation
for the terrorist group Rote Armee Fraktion. And then it happens: a
bank robbery. The police arrest the only man in the village whose hair
is longer than it is deemed proper. Sanne and Ulrike know for sure
that it can’t have been him. And they know a lot more, things that
would raise the interest of not only the police in the next town…

Further Titles

Rowohlt Buchverlag
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FICTION

Edgar Selge

SO YOU FINALLY FOUND US
•
•
•

An exceptional literary debut.
Exemplary and deeply, radically personal.
Sample translation available.

October 2021 · 304 pages

© Muriel Liebmann

A twelve-year-old boy tells his story: that of a life shaped by
prison walls and classical music.

Edgar Selge, one of Germany’s foremost character actors, was born in 1948.
He grew up in Herford in eastern Westphalia. His father was a prison director.
After studying Philosophy and German
Language and Literature in Munich and
Dublin, and Classical Piano in Vienna,
he completed his actor’s training at the
Otto Falckenberg School in Munich in
1975. Selge has received numerous
awards for his work. He is married to
the actress Franziska Walser; the couple
have two children. So You Finally Found
Us is his literary debut.

Rowohlt Buchverlag

A child grows up in the early 1960s, in a town that is neither large nor
small, in a middle-class family that spends a lot of time making music
together. The father is a prison director. It hasn’t been that long since
the end of the war, and the parents’ dedication to music and literature
is an attempt to make up for what they call their lost years.
Yet the boy sees cracks everywhere in this orderly world. He listens
attentively to the political debates between his older brothers and
parents at the dining table. But he remains an observer. He increasingly takes refuge in the worlds offered by his imagination. This boy,
whom the author sees as a distant brother, tells us about his life and,
in so doing, discovers his view of the world. Every now and then,
when the 73-year-old Edgar Selge speaks as himself, it becomes clear
that the shadows of the generation that lived through the war reach
all the way into our present time.
Edgar Selge’s narration is breathless, physical; it takes risks. It is filled
with wit and musicality. Whether as Bach or Beethoven, Schubert or
Dvořák, a military march or gospel, music wraps itself around the
story like a second narrative, accompanying its unflinching push for
freedom.
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FICTION

Anne Stern

MY FRIEND LOTTE
•
•
•
•

Two extraordinary women and artists wrestle with their
dreams, creativity, and friendship.
The Fräulein Gold series of historical novels about a midwife
in 1920s Berlin sold over 170,000 copies (Vol. I-III).
Rights to Fräulein Gold were sold to France (FaubourgMarigny), Italy (Mondadori), Russia (AST) and Spain
(Maeva).
Recommended by New Books in German.

Rights sold to: Italy - Mondadori

August 2021 · 368 pages

© Max Zerrahn

An emotionally stirring novel about Berlin painter Lotte Laserstein and her favourite model, Traute Rose.

Anne Stern was born in Berlin, where
she still lives with her family. After
studying history and German, she
earned a doctorate in German literature
and worked as a teacher. In the past she
successfully self-published her own historical fition.

Kindler Verlag

Berlin, 1921: Lotte Laserstein wants to become a painter. But the
Academy of Fine Arts has only recently started admitting women, and
Lotte has to fight – against her male teachers and critics’ resentment
and for her passion, painting. The young photographer Traute
becomes her soul sister. Traute is a “New Woman” in the sense of the
new feminist movement; this and her enthusiasm for art make her the
perfect model for Lotte. A very special relationship begins to grow –
until the political situation in Germany becomes more and more
unbearable and Lotte ends up having to flee.
Kalmar, 1961: Lotte Laserstein and Traute Rose spend a warm late
summer evening together in southern Sweden. But the atmosphere is
one of recrimination and dissonance as old wounds are reopened.
The two women suddenly realise there are urgent questions they can
no longer avoid. They have to face their past, a time that asked them
for all-or-nothing decisions – as artists and friends.

5

FICTION

Anne Stern

FRÄULEIN GOLD: THE
WOMEN'S HOUR (Vol. IV)
•
•
•
•

A wonderful depiction of the flavour of the times and the
typical Berlin atmosphere.
Highly entertaining and extremely well researched.
Rights were sold to France (Faubourg-Marigny, Vol. I-III),
Italy (Mondadori, Vol. I), Russia (AST, Vol. I-II) and Spain
(Maeva, Vol. I-II).
More than 170,000 copies sold of Vol. I-III altogether!
November 2021 · 464 pages

Anne Stern was born in Berlin, where
she still lives with her family. After
studying history and German, she
earned a doctorate in German literature
and worked as a teacher. Anne Stern
made the Spiegel bestseller list with her
series of historical novels about Fräulein
Gold. So far, she has published Schatten
und Licht (Shadow and Light), Scheunenkinder (The Lost Children of Berlin),
and Himmel über der Stadt (The Sky
Above the City). She is planning to continue the series.

What a success! What a woman! Hulda Gold is a midwife, a
sleuth, a shoulder to cry on – and the heroine of a series of popular books.
Berlin, 1925. Hulda Gold has risen to the position of supervising midwife in the gynaecological hospital in Berlin-Mitte. The relationship
between her and the young doctor Johann Wenckow, son of a wealthy
family from the exclusive residential area of Frohnau, blossoms into
something deeper. But Johann’s parents are not happy about the liaison between their promising son and the independent, stubborn midwife. Hulda feels torn between the two worlds she is now frequenting:
the lively Schöneberg area, where she continues to be known as “Miss
Hulda”, and the rich villas in Frohnau with all their demands and
strict etiquette. At a ball in the Wenckows’ household, Hulda comes
across a scandal surrounding a pregnant servant girl; a tightly
guarded family secret lies behind it. Her investigations take her into
the Berlin art world. Hulda’s insistence to lift the veil on what happened unsettles her relationship with Johann. She tries to make the
right decision – and then her world is unexpectedly turned upside
down …

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch
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FICTION

Brigitte Riebe

THE KU’DAMM SISTERS: A
NEW DAWN (Vol. IV)
•
•
•

Part four of the successful Ku’damm series by bestselling
author Brigitte Riebe.
Over 200,000 copies sold of Vol. I-III altogether.
Rights were sold to Hungary (General Press, Vol. I-III), Italy
(Fazi, Vol. I-III) and Spain (Penguin Random House, Vol. I).

September 2021 · 480 pages

Brigitte Riebe completed a doctorate
in history before becoming a publishing
editor. She has written many successful
novels set in past historical eras. Her
books have been translated into many
languages. She lives with her husband in
Munich.

Everything will change: the story of the Thalheim sisters and
their department store in Swinging Sixties Berlin.
Berlin, 1966: things are happening in the divided city, just like in the
fashion store Thalheim on Ku’damm. Young people are rebellious;
skirts are becoming shorter. But head designer Miriam Feldmann
struggles to convince the store’s patriarch, Friedrich, that women now
want to wear bright colours instead of pastels. At least her private life
continues to patter along calmly. She has found her place in the Thalheim family, and her adoptive daughter, Jenny, is growing into a
smart young woman. When Miriam, who has never had children of
her own, becomes pregnant in her early forties, her life suddenly
starts shifting. She then meets a man she first knew during the war.
This encounter takes her back to the darkest hours of her life…

Further Titles

Wunderlich
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FICTION

Ulrike Schweikert

BERLIN FRIEDRICHSTRASSE:
NOVEMBER STORM (Vol. I)
•
•
•
•

Spiegel bestselling author Ulrike Schweikert presents a
long-awaited new epic.
Two families – linked by an impossible love and a unique
building.
The Charité series (Vol. I-II) sold over 200,000 copies.
Rights to Charité (Vol. I) were sold to Czech Republic
(Euromedia) and Spain (Penguin Random House).
September 2021 · 512 pages

After training as a bank worker, Ulrike
Schweikert became a securities broker,
studied geology and journalism. Since
her debut novel Die Tochter des
Salzsieders (The Salter’s Daughter),
Schweikert is one of Germany’s most
renowned historical novel authors.
Both volumes of her successful series
Charité were in the top ten on bestseller
lists and sold over 200,000 copies in
total. The recent TV series Heirs of the
Night, based on her YA book series Die
Erben der Nacht, has captivated a large
audience. Her trademark is her ability
to create fascinating female heroes that
are true to life. Ulrike Schweikert lives
and works near Stuttgart.

Friedrichstraße station, Berlin. A once-in-a-century, monumental
edifice. The proud, beating heart of a city on the brink of becoming a
modern metropolis. The year is 1920 and the young architect Robert
is hired to join the remodelling of the station and the planning of the
first underground line. He is over the moon; he can finally propose to
Luise, the love of his life. But shadows hang over their happiness.
Robert’s best friend Johannes, with whom he fought side by side on
the frontline, has been missing since the Great War. Johannes was
Luise’s first love. Thinking he was dead, she found solace in Robert’s
company. And precisely on the day of their wedding, Johannes reappears – damaged by the war and without any hope of being able to
offer Luise a future…

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch
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FICTION

Ines Thorn

THE BOOKSELLER: THE
POWER OF WORDS (Vol. II)
•
•
•

Grand dreams in a confined world: The second volume
about the young Frankfurt bookdealer Christa takes readers to the 1950s.
Narrow-mindedness and daring ventures, the perfect
world and scandals – an exciting time for the German
publishing industry.
Rights to Vol. I were sold to Italy (TEA).
February 2022 · 336 pages

Ines Thorn was born in Leipzig in
1964. After training to become a bookseller, she studied German, Slavic languages and cultural philosophy. She
lives and works in Frankfurt am Main.
She has written a couple of bestselling
historical novels.

Frankfurt, 1950. Christa has found again the poet Jago, the love of her
life. But the past casts deep, dark shadows on their budding happiness. And Christa encounters difficulties everywhere as she tries to
follow her heart: while she writes her doctoral thesis and in her
attempts to bring people joy through literature – to breathe some
fresh air into their minds. Everyone yearns for the perfect world, in
reality as it is in books. But for Christa’s world – and her heart – to
heal, she needs to muster all her courage.

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch
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FICTION

René Anour

THE DOCTOR OF DEATH:
GOLDEN VENGEANCE (Vol. II)
•
•

The second volume of the series about a young Viennese
forensic medical examiner at the beginning of the 20th
century.
A fascinating city, an exciting period, a devious crime:
high suspense against a historical backdrop.

October 2021 · 400 pages

René Anour lives in Vienna. He studied veterinary medicine there, although
a research project led him all the way to
Harvard Medical School. He now works
for the Austrian Agency for Health and
Food Safety and is an expert in newly
developed medicines for the European
Medical Agency. His novel In the Tower's
Shadow and the series set around The
Doctor of Death illuminate fascinating
aspects of medical history.

Vienna, 1908. Fanny Goldmann is not looking for adventures. Standing her ground among her male colleagues in the forensic medicine
department is enough of a tiresome battle; they see her more as an
assistant than a capable doctor. But her attempt to solve a murder
puts her in touch with Vienna’s seedy underbelly… which won’t let
her go. Count Waidring, a man as dangerous as he is powerful, blackmails her into performing an autopsy on one of his men who was
found dead. Does this murder have anything to do with Gustav
Klimt’s new painting, the so-called Kiss? And what will Fanny do if
she does find the murderer? Will she hand him over? Or team up with
him against Waidring?

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch
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FICTION

Robert Krause

THREE AND A HALF HOURS What do you choose?
•
•
•

They are building the Berlin Wall. You have 3 ½ hours to
decide where your future will take place.
German-German history has rarely been told in such a
haunting and gripping way!
This exciting story was broadcasted on German television
on the 60th anniversary of the building of the Berlin
Wall.
July 2021 · 352 pages

© privat

August 13, 1961. 08.10 a.m. The Interzonal train D-151 leaves Munich
right on time, destination East Berlin. Most of the passengers are on
their way back home to the GDR. Suddenly, a rumour spreads
through the train: the border is going to be closed – forever. Among
the travellers are families with children, a musical combo, a police
detective, and a top athlete. They all carry their past, secrets, and
dreams in their luggage. And each of them has only three and a half
hours to make the most important decision of their lives: “Do I go
back? Or do I get off the train before we reach the border – and start
a new life?” Tick tock…
Robert Krause, born in Dresden in
1970, learned a carpenter’s trade in what
was then still the GDR. At the age of 19,
he fled to the Federal Republic of Germany. He studied Computer Sciences at
the Technical University of Munich
and, later, Film at the University of
Television and Film Munich (HFF). He
is a successful director and screenwriter, as well as a professor of Creative
Writing. He lives in Miesbach, near
Munich, with his wife and two sons.
Dreieinhalb Stunden (Three and a Half
Hours) is his first novel.

Rowohlt Taschenbuch
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FICTION

Friedrich Christian Delius

THE SEVEN LANGUAGES OF
SILENCE
•

A book of memories, as profound as it is cheerful, as well
as a focused self-portrait.

September 2021 · 192 pages

Friedrich Christian Delius was born
in Rome in 1943 and grew up in central
Germany. He did his doctoral thesis in
German studies in 1970 and subsequently worked as a book editor. Today
he divides his time between the Italian
capital and Berlin. Some of his bestknown works are Ribbeck’s Pears (1991),
The Sunday I Became World Champion
(1994), The Walk from Rostock to Syracuse
(1995), My Year as a Murderer (2004) and
Portrait of Mother as a Young Woman
(2006). Delius has won numerous
awards, most recently the German Critics’ Prize, the Joseph Breitbach Prize
and the Georg Büchner Prize.

A walk through Jena with Imre Kertész. A liberating incident in
Jerusalem. Returning from the beyond after three weeks in a coma.
Friedrich Christian Delius condenses three primal autobiographical
experiences into a magnificent account of the back and forth between
silence and talking – honouring silence as both a starting point and
essential for talking and meaning. Delius writes about the diversity
and the benefits of silence as vividly as he does about conversations,
misunderstandings and surprises between Schiller’s garden pavilion
and the “Black Bear” in Jena, the Temple Mount and cravats in
Jerusalem, and the wild hallucinations in the tangled growth of his
own soul during an extended delirium in an intensive care unit.
Rarely has F.C. Delius revealed so much, and rarely has anyone given
such elegant, playful answers to so many of the questions we all have
about life – with words that have never been spoken but which are
now written.

Further Titles

Rowohlt Berlin
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FICTION

Georg Klein

BROTHER OF ALL IMAGES
•

A trio of protagonists, touching in their humanity, on a
quest for healing and solace.

August 2021 · 272 pages

Georg Klein was born in Augsburg in
1953. He has been the recipient of both
the Brüder Grimm Prize and the Bachmann Prize for his prose. Novel Of Our
Childhood won the Book Award of the
Leipzig Book Fair. His novel The Future
Of Mars was published in 2013.

Requiem for someone who knows stuff – a dark comedy in
shining prose.
Sports reporter Addi Schmuck has his own agenda when he arranges
for his young colleague, Moni Gottlieb, to be relieved of all her editorial duties in order to assist him. As a matter of course, he expects her
to leave her smartphone at home and join him in his vintage car to
drive to the stadium of the top-of-the-league football club, located all
the way at the south end of the city. The club’s greenkeeper is battling
with a mysterious natural phenomenon and hopes Schmuck can help
him. But it turns out that Schmuck himself needs help in this matter.
He introduces Moni to a close friend who lives in an overgrown
refuge and who everyone refers to as “The Knower”. And so, a game
between the three begins.
There are few contemporary writers who employ the tools of narrative literature as subtly as Georg Klein, who play this game with such
joy and in such an idiosyncratic manner. His latest novel takes the
reader into the editorial offices of a well-established southern German regional newspaper as well as to a space where this world and
the beyond merge, the realm between mediumship and animated
nature.

Further Titles

Rowohlt Buchverlag
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FICTION

Claudia Tieschky

THE SILVER FIELDS
•
•

Claudia Tieschky’s visionary novel about a future that is
frighteningly close.
Beautiful and daunting, visionary and truthful.

August 2021 · 192 pages

Claudia Tieschky was born in Augsburg in 1968, and studied history and
German studies. In 2003 she joined the
Süddeutsche Zeitung as a staff writer
covering media issues. In 2016 she was
awarded the Bert Donnepp Prize, the
German prize for media journalism.
Claudia Tieschky lives in Munich.

Democracy is a thing of the past and every memory gets
recorded. What is the essence of a human being when all of life
is digitalised?
Margarethe loves swimming in lakes, photography, shopping malls,
and her isolation. She has barricaded herself inside her memories – of
her travels and her unruly, gifted sister Fiona. But Fiona disappeared
a long time ago. This story takes place in the near future; daily life
goes on much like it does today. But there is one fundamental difference: liberal democracy is a thing of the past. Digital corporations
have established a global hegemony that at first sight seems benevolent. The life of every human being is recorded in “interior data files”,
which allow everyone at any and all times to combine their best memories and trigger unimaginable happiness. Once a person dies, it functions as “memory storage”, which promises a kind of collective eternal
life: Project Bliss. At some point Fiona, who had been more deeply
involved with it than she let on, refused to engage any longer. Margarethe sets out to find Fiona and other friends who have disappeared. She travels to the “zone” in the rural Southwest, where people
live outside the system. Where is Fiona? What role did she play? And
why is Margarethe visited by such strange dreams?

Further Titles

Rowohlt Berlin
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FICTION

Jasmina Kuhnke

BLACK HEART
•
•
•

A novel about origins, racism, and the unflappable strength
of a young mother.
Unsparing, touching, stirring.
Over 100,000 followers on social media.

© Marvin Ruppert

October 2021 · 208 pages

Jasmina Kuhnke, born in 1982, is a
comedian and author writing across
various formats, for herself and other
comedians. She is a campaigner against
racism, podcaster, mother of four, and
successful social media author with
over 100,000 followers on Twitter,
Facebook, and Instagram. She lives in
Cologne with her family.

Rowohlt Buchverlag

Privileges are invisible to those who have them. Anyone who is on
Twitter knows Quattromilf. Quattromilf is Jasmina Kuhnke, a
humourist with a large fan base, but above all a vocal campaigner
against racism in this country. Having grown up as the daughter of a
Serbo-Croatian mother and a Senegalese father, she knows exactly
what it means to always stand out, never to be able to choose “normal”. Just like the protagonist in her novel: The female, black narrator
describes, from a first-person perspective, what it feels like when you
play a doorbell prank and are suddenly face-to-face with a Neo-Nazi,
or how, as a teenager, you feel left out because you can’t get make-up
for coloured skin in Germany. She knows what it’s like to have to
expect the worst on a daily basis, until the worst becomes a matter of
course. Where doors open for others, they close for the protagonist,
more and more, until she becomes convinced that she has nothing to
offer the world. She is sucked into a violent relationship, cementing
her dependency by becoming pregnant four times, and only at the last
moment manages to liberate herself and her children.
Kuhnke’s book shows how the experience of racism becomes woven
into the soul of those affected. This is a book that lingers because it
hurts.
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FICTION

Anselm Neft

LATE CHILDHOOD

January 2022 · 288 pages

Born in Bonn in 1973, Anselm Neft
studied religion and European ethnology. He worked as a kitchen hand washing dishes, as a management consultant
and as a teacher, touring for two years
with his medieval folk rock band. His
work has appeared in Die Zeit and his
creative writing has been published in
both novel and anthology form. He has
lived in Hamburg since 2016, where he
is part of the “Liebe für Alle” spoken
word performance group. In 2018 he
was invited by Nora Gomringer to read
at the 42nd Klagenfurt literary festival.

A novel about a pain called family. Full of wisdom, sadness, and
consolation.
Twins Laura and Thomas have always been close, despite their differences in character. Laura, a caring mother and loyal wife to an art
dealer, fulfils their parents’ bourgeois ideal. Thomas, the non-conformist, makes some sort of a living as a freelance journalist. Their
choleric father died years ago. When their mother dies, the twins
meet again at their parental home. Both have news to impart. Thomas
left his partner; his new girlfriend is much younger than him. And
Laura has cancer. It’s incurable; she only has months to live. But what
torments her more than the thought of death is the question: “Have I
truly lived?”.
As they go through the estate, the twins are assailed by memories.
They quarrel, hurt one another, and dive deeply into their family’s
history. Laura decides to get her life in order. This includes one last
trip with her daughter and brother. But during their travels, tension
escalates. Once more, the siblings must look back to be able to look
forward and conquer the last stretch of the road together.
Anselm Nelft asks his readers to engage with painful topics. But once
they do, they also find happiness and much to think about in his novels.

Further Titles

Rowohlt Buchverlag
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FICTION

Denis Pfabe

SIMONELLI
•
•

Family epic, thriller, and noir novel – all in one.
A book about a man – a master of deception – fighting for
his dignity. A man who has the smallest of chances to get
things right for once, as a father and a human being. Denis
Pfabe tells us all in an exciting language.

August 2021 · 288 pages

Born in Bonn in 1986, Denis Pfabe
originally trained in business administration before studying media communications and journalism in Cologne.
He graduated from the Bavarian Academy of Writing and was awarded the
“Autorenwerkstatt Prosa” stipend by the
Literarisches Colloquium Berlin. He
lives in Bonn and works three days a
week driving forklift trucks at a local
supermarket. The Day Ends in Light was
his first novel.

The adventurous story of a man who begins a dangerous game
to win back his daughter and finds more than he bargained for.
Prop master Jonathan Simonelli is building the anchor of the
“Titanic” for a film shoot in England – and he is also pursuing a clandestine business on the side. He has come into possession of an old
Japanese pistol with a rather explicit photograph of a woman on its
handle – a “sweetheart grip”. Soldiers used to decorate their weapons
with images of their girlfriends. Simonelli has two very good offers
for this item and could really use the money. Business isn’t going well,
and there’s more: Simonelli has a daughter he hardly knows and is
looking for a way to win back her respect. One of the parties interested in the pistol is the old boss of a Yakuza clan who is convinced
the photo shows his mother; his competitor believes the gun was
owned by the evil Second World War General Yamashita. Simonelli
realises what he’s let himself in for – but has no idea how to get out of
this particular pickle.

Further Titles

Rowohlt Berlin
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FICTION

Enrico Ippolito

WHEN THINGS WERE RED
•

From 1970s Rome to present-day Cologne: the story of a
friendship marked by political upheavals.

September 2021 · 288 pages

© Tobias Brust

The fate of two women: united in their fight for political ideals,
torn apart by an unforgivable betrayal.

Enrico Ippolito, born in 1982, is a journalist and author. From 2011 to 2015, he
worked for the taz newspaper in Berlin.
From December 2015 to November
2020, he was the head of Spiegel Online’s
cultural section. He now writes for
Spiegel. His last publication was the
short story Beleidigung (Insult), part of
the anthology Eure Heimat ist unser Albtraum (Your Home Is Our Nightmare). He
lives in Berlin.

Kindler Verlag

From 1970s Rome to present-day Cologne: the story of a friendship
marked by political upheavals. Cruci is looking back at an eventful
life. The love of her life is gone, her son Rocco has left home, and the
Communist Party of Italy has long since been dissolved when news
reaches her of the death of her friend Lucia. They met in the late
1970s at the communist school Frattocchie, where they were trained
as communist functionaries. They were inseparable even though they
had come from very different backgrounds: Cruci from a working
family in Palermo, Lucia from a bourgeois family in Rome. They were
united by a common ideal: the thought of promoting “the women’s
cause”. But Cruci fell in love, got married, and followed her husband
to Cologne. Her life turned out quite differently from what she had
imagined, and it was a life without Lucia – they broke up over an
unforgivable betrayal. Still, she decides to go to Lucia’s funeral in
Rom with her son Rocco. While Cruci must face her memories, Rocco
begins a journey into the political and personal past of his mother,
into a life he knew nothing about until now.
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FICTION

Maiken Nielsen

A NEW HORIZON

October 2021 · 496 pages

Maiken Nielsen was born in Hamburg
in 1965. She spent a part of her youth on
container ships and was taught there by
her parents. Since 1996, Maiken Nielsen
has worked as a writer, reporter and
announcer for television.

Korea and Berlin at the beginning of the Cold War – the world is
split into East and West.
Korea, 1950: the young journalist Nellie is the only woman reporting
on the war between North and South Korea. Not knowing whether
she will survive her work as a war correspondent, she also has to battle a personal trauma. Seven years ago, her twin sister, Laura, with
whom she grew up on their father’s ship, disappeared. Nellie finds
support in the press photographer Jake; theirs was love at first sight.
But Jake must return to Berlin to document his hometown’s rebuilding process. Not to mention that he has a score to settle with someone
there… While the world falls apart, splits into two halves, Nellie is
fighting on several fronts – not least for her happiness.

Further Titles

Wunderlich
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FICTION

Axel S. Meyer

THE MAN WHO SHAPED THE
WORLD

December 2021 · 416 pages

Axel S. Meyer, born in Braunschweig
in 1968, studied German Language and
Literature, and History. He lives in Rostock, where he works as a reporter and
editor for the Ostsee-Zeitung. He has
already published several historical
novels with the Rowohlt publishing
house, including a successful series
about Hakon, the Viking, and most
recently the novel Das Handelshaus (The
Trading House).

In the first half of the 18th century, two scientists strive for recognition, driven by passion, ambition, and obsession. Carl von Linné has
developed a system to classify God’s creation – flora and fauna. He
sees this as his way to become the most famous botanist of all time. At
first, nobody pays heed to the Swede. But he eventually publishes a
few ground-breaking articles and undertakes adventurous research
trips. He finds a bitter enemy in the German doctor Georg Siegesbeck, a scientist who has achieved modest fame as an author of articles on botany. These will become obsolete, should Linné’s system for
the sexual classification of plants prevail – a system which, in Siegebeck’s eyes, is pure blasphemy… A colourful novel. The story of two
botanists carrying out a battle that is practically unknown today. Only
a plant bears witness: Siegesbeckia orientalis, a miserly weed which
Linné named after his opponent.

Further Titles

Kindler Verlag
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Ralf Langroth

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF A
PRESIDENT (Vol. II)
•
•
•

Philipp Gerber, Chief Inspector with the German Federal
Criminal Agency BKA, leads the investigation into one of
the most spectacular scandals in the young Federal
Republic of Germany: “The Otto John Affair”.
The milestones of German post-war history told in a
series of exciting thrillers!
Over 25,000 copies sold of The Adenauer File (Vol. I).
February 2022 · 512 pages

Ralf Langroth is the pseudonym of an
author with translations in fifteen languages. Four of his books are currently
being optioned for films by a high-profile production company. Ralf Langroth
combines his two strengths, precise
research and the creation of high suspense in the novels set around the BKA
man Philipp Gerber and journalist Eva
Herden. Filling in historical blanks, the
author presents atmospheric and gripping contemporary spy thrillers from
the early years of the Federal Republic
of Germany.

Otto John, the head of Germany’s domestic intelligence service, disappears overnight – and then shows up again in East Berlin. Was he
really abducted, as he later claims? Konrad Adenauer asks Philipp
Gerber to take on the investigation. This is not the first time Gerber
helps the German Chancellor. But this time his involvement is also
personal: his lover, the journalist Eva Herden, has disappeared. A photograph shows her at Otto John’s side. Then a pub owner from the
red-light district is murdered, and Eva finds herself under double suspicion: of being a murderer and a communist spy who purportedly
took out the man on behalf of the Soviets. Gerber’s attempt to find
Eva and prove her innocence puts him between various secret service
agencies.

Further Titles
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Thomas Ziebula

ANGEL OF DEATH
•
•

Detective Inspector Paul Stainer’s third case.
A multi-layered, historical crime novel set against the
background of the Kapp Putsch – superbly researched,
impressive, and rich in atmosphere!

March 2022 · 352 pages

The freelance author Thomas Ziebula
primarily writes fantasy and historical
novels. In 2001 he was awarded the
German Fantasy Writing Prize. Red
Judas is his first crime novel and
impressively unites Ziebula’s passion
for German history and thrilling crime
stories. The author lives with his family
near Karlsruhe.

Leipzig, March 1920 – the Kapp Putsch: frustrated soldiers of the
Reichswehr declare the end of the government in Berlin. In Leipzig,
as in many other German cities, bloody skirmishes break out between
government troops and the putschists. The situation comes close to
civil war, and Detective Inspector Steiner is kept busy – on the street,
and also in the Wächterburg, as some of Stainer’s nationalist colleagues would be glad to see the Weimar Republic go to hell and the
putschists take over. As if that was not enough, Stainer notices that,
among the many dead on the streets, some victims were strangled or
stabbed in a very conspicuous manner. Somebody seems to be taking
advantage of the situation and committing murders under cover of
the riots. Tips from tram conductor Josephine König and her daughter Mona, who is determined to join the police force, lure Stainer and
Junghans to the theatre district – where someone seems to be on a
very personal vendetta.

Further Titles

Wunderlich
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FICTION || YOUNG ROMANCE

Nikola Hotel

BLUE - Wherever You Find Me
(Vol. II)
•
•
•
•
•

Distinctive, dramatic, emotional – this is how the New
Adult genre should be!
For fans of Mona Kasten, Laura Kneidl and Kelly Moran!
Over 100,000 copies sold of her previous novels It Was
Always You (Vol. I) and It Was Always Love (Vol. II)!
Rights to both novels were sold to Russia (Eksmo).
Ever - Whenever You Touch Me (Vol. I) sold over 20,000
copies.

Nikola Hotel was born in Bonn and
worked as a nurse before concentrating
on writing full-time. She has already
published several novels and says of
herself, “I‘ve got a weak spot for dark
characters and suppressed feelings.” She
lives with her husband and their three
sons and in a small village. She likes
exchanging views with her readers on
Instagram (@nikolahotel).

December 2021 · 416 pages

Somewhere skies are blue …
Alone in the middle of the storm. No ground beneath her, no sky
above her, just dark, wild clouds. This is how Jane feels right now.
Painful family secrets have turned her life upside down, and she has
no support. Because her mother is dead. And because she can no
longer trust her brother, her rock. Maybe that is one of the reasons
why she feels attracted to ambitious politics student Alex, who her
brother doesn’t like. Maybe it is simply because Alex triggers feelings
inside her that push back the chaos. But the calm she feels when she is
with him is deceptive. In fact, she is in the eye of the storm that is
fuelled by Alex. And when the wind dies down, only fragments of her
heart remain …

Further Titles
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Kira Mohn

THE SKY IN YOUR EYES (Vol. I)
•
•

Over 120,000 copies sold of her previous novels!
Rights to her Lighthouse trilogy were sold to Russia
(Eksmo).

A first meeting: Elín and Jón meet during a cookery class. The charming
graphic designer is instantly fascinated by the introverted young woman.
But she keeps her distance. Why?
First doubts: The more they get to know each other, the more insecure
Jón becomes. As his feelings intensify, Elín withdraws more and more,
unexpectedly, avoiding his questions.
A first kiss: One evening, Jón takes a gamble and kisses her. It is perfect –
until she pulls back. At that moment, he realises three things. She feels
like he does. She is afraid. And he will fight for her...

November 2021 · 336 pages

Kira Mohn

THE SEA IN YOUR HEART (Vol. II)
A fighter: Lilja offers whale-watching tours in Iceland. She loves these
animals and passionately opposes the whaling industry, specifically the
Icelandic one. Now her protests have resulted in a law-suit against her.
A stranger: One evening, she goes to a bar to forget about all her troubles
for a while. There she meets Jules Marçeau – sparks fly and Lilja agrees
to a one-night stand.
A surprise: At least she thought it would be a one-night stand; Jules asks
to see her again. Lilja is happy to agree to a second meeting. But they
don’t get around to it. When she sees Jules again, it is in court: he is her
opponent’s lawyer!
April 2022 · 400 pages

Rowohlt Taschenbuch
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FICTION
Anya Omah

SHINING RAIN (Vol. I)
Vulnerable but strong: Art student Alissa works as a tattoo artist alongside her
studies. She is good at her job, very good. But that doesn't seem to interest her
latest client, who apparently doesn't want to get a tattoo from a woman. Sexist
bastard.
Determined but gentle: When sports student Simon sees Alissa for the first
time, her deep blue eyes almost take his breath away. He is immediately
attracted to her - and on no account wants to show her the extremely embarrassing tattoo that is supposed to be poked over. But now she thinks he's an
asshole. And that's even worse.
Together but lost: Alissa and Simon. During the sessions the two get to know
each other - and with every meeting there is more sizzle. But neither of them
suspects at this point that they are breaking a taboo with their budding relationship ...

October 2021 · 512 pages

Anya Omah

GLOWING MIST (Vol. II)
Back then: Calla and Jasper were the perfect couple, the one everyone thought
would stay together forever. But sometimes life has different plans. Sometimes
you have to make difficult decisions. And sometimes those decisions lead you
far away from home…
Today: After more than a year abroad, Calla is back in Germany, studying in a
small student town along the Baltic Sea. She is glad to be back home, in the
company of her girlfriends. She missed Alissa and Leo terribly. Seeing her exboyfriend Jasper again, however, triggers a whole slew of contradictory feelings. Anger. Hurt. And yearning. Dammit. Breaking up with him was the right
choice. But unfortunately, her heart won’t listen to her head…

February 2022 · 400 pages

Anya Omah

LIGHTNING STORMS (Vol. III)
Leona is stressed out by her university studies when fate forces her to take a
break and return to her small home town in northern Germany. Her foster
father, Teddy, had a serious accident at work and is in hospital. His injuries
mean that he will never be able to work again, and so he makes over his garage
to her and his biological son, Aaron. Despite the sad circumstances, this is a
dream come true for Leo. Aaron, on the other hand, a slick economics student
from Munich, wants to sell the shop as quickly as possible. Heated discussions
between the two are inevitable. But the moments when they don’t fight are
worse – that’s when it gets so much harder for them to fight their growing
attraction…

Rowohlt Taschenbuch

June 2022 · 400 pages
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FICTION

Jessica Koch

GHOSTS NEVER FORGET
•
•

A story about love and an unimaginably deep connection
between two people.
Over 150,000 copies sold of the Danny Trilogy and the
rights were sold to 7 countries.

Emotional, thrilling, and deeply moving: the new book by Spiegel
bestselling author Jessica Koch.
Amy has lost what was most important in her life. She is about to give
up on everything when Mian shows up. Mian is different. He can feel
what Amy feels. Not only can he look deep inside her heart, but he is
November 2021 · 320 pages
also the only one who sees her bottomless pain. Amy and Mian join a
group of friends on a two-week sailing trip, and friendship becomes
love – a love so deep it begins to heal Amy’s heart. But their happiness seems short-lived. Just as Amy understands that Mian is also fighting demons from his past, there is a catastrophic event on the boat. In the end,
they both realise that ghosts from the past never forget…

Andrea Russo

THE SWEET HEAVEN OF THE
LINDHOLM SISTERS
Sweden, 1936. A small bakery at the foot of the Kullaberg. Here is where
the five young Lindholm sisters have made their home. For decades, the
family has been making bread and various other baked goods on the
Skåne coast. But times are hard for the economy, also here in Sweden.
That’s when Ingrid, Hannah, and Matilda have the idea to expand their
bakery and open a garden café: they plan to spoil their guests with
vanilla hearts and other delicacies made from old family recipes. They
want to call it Söta Himlen. Soon “Sweet Heaven” becomes a popular
tourist destination. But then another war breaks out in Europe, and
suddenly the events of the outside world threaten to break the tight
bonds between the sisters – and with them, their “Sweet Heaven”.

Rowohlt Taschenbuch

December 2021 · 416 pages
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FICTION

Liv Helland

THE ISLAND HOSPITAL:
LIGHTS ON THE SHORE (Vol.
III)
•
•

The third volume of the series around the Island Hospital.
Over 45,000 copies sold of Vol. I and II!

February 2022 · 416 pages

Liv Helland has always loved the sea,
which is why many of the stories she
loved to make up as a child took place
there. She studied German and English
literature and worked as a journalist
and translator before discovering book
writing. Since she is not only a big fan
of the North Sea, but also loves to watch
hospital series on television, it was
obvious to write about a clinic on a
Frisian island.

Resident physician Dr Bent Rebien is a man who has no trouble with
the ladies. The young Danish doctor’s cheeky charm wins women
over easily, whether they are residents on the island or just visiting
tourists. But the reserved midwife Anna simply ignores his flirting.
Instead, she focuses on her task in the newly opened birth centre on
the island. But Bent doesn’t give up easily, especially since this is the
first time he has actually fallen in love. He has no idea that Anna is
keeping a secret that will force him to deal with the shadows of his
own past. Then there is a ferry accident; it’s all hands on deck at the
Hansen Clinic, and suddenly everything is at stake for Bent and Anna
too…

Further Titles
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FICTION

Lena Wolf

A HOME ON SYLT
•

Summer, sun, the island of Sylt: a charming love story –
not only for those who enjoy spending their holidays on
an island.

March 2022 · 352 pages

Lena Wolf is the pseudonym of a successful German female writer. A Home
on Sylt is her second novel, following on
from A Summer with Prospects and A
Summer on Sylt. Unlike her protagonist,
she enjoys going on holiday with her
family. But she still dreams of owning
her own house on Sylt.

Two sisters, a farm near the sea, and a veterinarian who also
heals hearts.
Ella was really looking forward to this holiday with her father! How
could she have known that she would encounter her sister on Sylt…
They haven’t had any contact for years, and now they meet again on
this holiday farm. Ina is helping out on the farm; she’s always found it
easier to deal with animals than humans. Their father’s plan to bring
about a reconciliation fail and old wounds are opened. Ella is ready to
pack her bags when she meets Tom, a veterinarian and the grandson
of the lady who owns the farm. Tom shows Ella the island’s most
beautiful spots, and Ella blossoms. When she hears about the farm’s
difficulties, she sets about saving her sister’s new home – and winning
Tom’s heart for herself.

Further Titles
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Janne Mommsen

A PARTY IN THE LITTLE
FRESIAN CAFÉ (Vol. II)
•
•
•

The perfect feel-good book for all those who dream of
escaping to an island.
Vol. I sold over 40,000 copies.
Jumped directly on no. 3 of the Spiegel bestseller list and
stayed there for months.

February 2022 · 288 pages

Janne Mommsen was born on the
Baltic Sea coast. Before becoming a
writer he was a nurse, a shipyard
worker and a pianist on a cruise ship.
Now he mostly writes novels, scripts
and plays. He lived in northern Frisia
and often returns to take in the invigorating coastal atmosphere.

Julia has managed to get the small café on the Frisian island up and
running. Now she can call herself both a painter and coffeehouse
owner. But the season is drawing to a close, and Julia will have to see
how she can make it through the winter. Her private life, too, presents
challenges: the beginning of her relationship with Finn-Ole, the
young mayor, is fraught with misunderstandings. And then he is
transferred to the neighbouring island of Amrum! A tender, long-distance relationship begins – made of phone calls and light signals on
the beach at night. The quickest way to reach each other is across the
mudflat when the tide is low. Meanwhile, Julia’s grandmother, Anita,
and Captain Hark take up dance classes. When Hark sprains his ankle,
Anita continues to dance with their attractive teacher. Hark is going
mad with jealousy and starts behaving in really stupid ways… Thankfully, a curious incident gives a reason to plan a grand party in the
café. It will turn out to be one of the best parties this island has ever
seen – for Finn-Ole, Julia, Hark, and Anita.

Further Titles
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Till Raether

DANOWSKI: DOMESTIC
INTERFERENCE (Vol. IV)
A new case for Adam Danowski! A case that demands everything
from him and pushes him beyond his limits.
It was the longest day of his life. Chief Inspector Adam Danowski was
held hostage by an escaped criminal for almost 24 hours – a mission
gone wrong, for which his colleagues Meta and Finzi were to blame.
Now he has to recover in a clinic. But therapy isn’t really Danowski’s
thing. He makes strange acquaintances, skips water gymnastic classes
and sits helplessly in front of lumps of clay in his occupational therapy
sessions. One woman in particular annoys him: Mareike Teschner. She
September 2021 · 304 pages
has exactly the positive glass-half-full manner that Danowski can’t stand.
It is only when he realises that Mareike is being abused by her husband that he begins to listen to her. One
evening she knocks on his door and asks him for help: her husband is lying dead in her room, murdered …

Carolina Conrad

DEADLY ALGARVE: ANABELA
SILVA INVESTIGATES
Three hikers disappear from an ancient pilgrim’s path within a short
period of time. This proves to be a particularly sensitive situation for
Chief Inspector Joáo Almeida, since one of the missing people is his
half-sister, Liliana. Then a corpse is found, mutilated by wild boar – but
it isn’t Liliana.
Almeida takes on the investigation but is muzzled in an effort not to
jeopardise tourism in the region. Don’t breathe a word about murder is
the order of the day. He asks his friend, German journalist Anabela
Silva, for support. Little does she know that she’s the bait for a coldblooded murderer.

Rowohlt Taschenbuch

June 2020 · 336 pages
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Christiane Franke, Cornelia Kuhnert

IT CAN'T ALWAYS BE SCOUSE An East Frisian Crime Novel
Village policeman Rudi Bakker takes over for a colleague on the island
of Spiekeroog. Normally this is a sleepy island, but suddenly all hell
breaks loose: there’s a dead sperm whale on the beach, an environmental activist is stabbed to death, and a teacher at the island’s boarding
school is accused of sexual misconduct. And then a young woman disappears. As usual, the Wittmund criminal police is unable to cope, and
so Rudi’s friends from Neuharlingersiel come to the rescue. Teacher
Rosa and postman Henner are real sleuths. They would do anything for
Rudi – and this time he could really do with some help.

February 2022 · 288 pages

Ralf Günther

DOCTOR OF HOPE
Robert Koch and the cholera epidemic in Hamburg: a thrilling and
highly topical story.
Hamburg, August 1892. There are increasing numbers in hospitals of a
suspicious illness. The First Mayor thinks it might be cholera – and
keeps it quiet. So, the Reich government sends their best epidemics
expert to Hamburg: Robert Koch. Of course, he is not welcome. When
Koch proves that the pathogen is in the drinking water, this triggers a
battle for him on several fronts. And then his lover, Hedwig, reaches the
sealed-off city on one of the last boats from Sylt. Koch is angry and
happy at the same time, since she is not officially allowed to be with
him. When a young assistant doctor starts to take notice of Hedwig,
Koch must fight his jealousy and keep a cool head…

Rowohlt Taschenbuch
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Dietmar Wischmeyer

BURY MY RIGHT FOOT IN THE
LEFT LANE
A time when schnitzel, smoking, cars, and pubs were still considered normal. Dietmar Wischmeyer’s first novel.
Wolfgang is a perfectly normal young man in the late 1970s. He studies
for a profession he never practises, meets a girl under curious circumstances and ends up staying with her for the rest of his life, builds a
house, has two kids. He wastes his evenings in the corner pub with his
three friends. A life like millions of others. Working for a company that
builds roads and highways, he gets wind of criminal cliques involved in
the “German Unification” project, witnessing the daily insanity of road
August 2021 · 288 pages
construction. While all this is going on, Wolfgang Schrage tries to lead
the life of a normal, regular guy with a family. But he keeps colliding with the outlandish ideas of his three
pub pals. When the four drinking buddies come across twelve metal cases, they uncover a secret that will
change their lives and cast a new, surprising light on everything that has happened so far.
Wolfgang Schrage tells the tale of his adventurous life in a language that doesn’t hold back, or even considers why you would choose to do so. He talks about cars, streets and roads, and political intrigues, revealing a
different kind of witness of the Federal Republic of Germany in its old, post-unification, and new iterations.

Andreas Altenburg

WE'RE NEIGHBOURS, AFTER ALL
- Or So Ralf Prange Thinks
Ralf Prange is in his mid-fifties. He is everybody’s perfect neighbour in
the red-brick block of flats in Hamburg’s Barmbek-Süd. Every house
has someone like him – who receives parcel deliveries for everyone,
spreads rumours, and listens to tales of woe. And yet, Prange is unique
in his ways. He is both the neighbourhood’s heart and soul, and a pain in
the neck. Eccentric and bourgeois, a little lonely, curious, sometimes
overstepping boundaries. But his heart is in the right place and he
always carries out his responsibilities with the utmost diligence.
In this book, he gives an account of life in a block of flats – stories of
November 2021 · 304 pages
missing pets, obnoxious odours caused by someone going on a cabbage
soup diet, hiding from trick-or-treating kids, and friendships with DHL delivery guys.
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